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Goal:

● Understand the richness of the 
nuclear landscape

● Most nuclei in this landscape are 
unstable

● Properties are experimentally 
mostly discovered/determined by 
nuclear reactions.

● Specifically, unstable nuclei can 
not be target material and must be 
studied in inverse kinematics.



Studies of reactions 
cover the entire 
nuclear landscape



Unstable nuclei are synthetized 

and often studied through 

nuclear reactions



Defining a reaction:Defining a reaction:

● A nuclear reaction consists of the interaction of two or more nuclei or 
nucleons that result in some final product

● Nuclear reactions are governed by the strong force and thus they conserve 
baryon number, energy,  nuclear charge, linear and angular momentum, 
parity. 

 The modern notation for a reaction is always to put the
lighter of the reactants and products on the inside of a 
pair
of brackets, like A(b,c)D, where MA>Mb and MD>Mc



Defining a reaction cont’d:Defining a reaction cont’d:

● The initial stuff is known as reactants [projectile and target, in the lab]
● The final stuff is known as the products [recoil and ejectile, in the lab]

● Several sets of products are often possible for a pair 
of reactants colliding at a given energy, including 
simple scattering.

● The ways of “decaying” from the nucleus briefly 
formed by the reaction are usually called channels



Reminder of the basics: Single channel scatteringReminder of the basics: Single channel scattering

General Setup:



In case of 3 particles: Jacobi coordinatesIn case of 3 particles: Jacobi coordinates

General Setup
For 3 equal 
mass particles
(easier case):



In case of 3 particles with different masses: Jacobi coordinatesIn case of 3 particles with different masses: Jacobi coordinates

c.m. motion – Galilean invariance: can be separated off 
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Back to reactions: Types of reactionsBack to reactions: Types of reactions
Reactions are categorized by the participants and the reaction mechanism

Participants:
● The projectile and target are not changed and exit in their ground state: elastic scattering
● The projectile and target are not changed and one (or both) is excited: inelastic scattering
● A multi-nucleon beam transfers a nucleon (or nucleons) to/from the target: transfer

● A projectile exits as an ejectile, taking one or more nucleons with it: pick-up
● A projectile exits as an ejectile, loosing one or more nucleons in the process: knock-out

● A beam comes in and only one γ comes out : radiative capture
● A γ comes in and one or few particles come out: photodisintegration
 

Mechanism:
● Few nucleons take part in the reaction  (e.g. transfer): direct
● Projectile and target briefly fuse, forming a loosely bound state: resonant
● Projectile and target briefly fuse, sharing energy among all nucleons: statistical
 

 



Classification by Outcome:Classification by Outcome:



Classification by Outcome cont’dClassification by Outcome cont’d



Compound and Direct ReactionsCompound and Direct Reactions

When two nuclei collide there are two types of reactions:



““Location” of Reactions:Location” of Reactions:



Classification of Reactions:Classification of Reactions:



Angular Distributions:Angular Distributions:



Statistical Reactions: Semiclassical PictureStatistical Reactions: Semiclassical Picture

● Consider the case where a projectile fuses with the target, sharing its energy amonst 
many nuleons in the nucleus, like a billard ball entering a well and causing several 
others to rattle around.

● The nucleon energies will be distributed statistically and they will scatter with each 
other until one nucleon happens to pick up sufficient energy to escape the nucleus.

● Adopting this qualitative picture, we expect
 
● The de-excitation of the compound nucleus is akin to evaporation, meaning the ejectile 

energy distribution should have a Maxwell-Boltzmann character
● The multiple collisions occuring with the nucleus erases any signature left by the initial 

reaction, so

● The ejectiles should be isotropic (in the c.m. frame, since momentum still has to be 
conserved)

● The de-excitation characteristics for a given compound nucleus excited state energy 
should not depend on how the compound nucleus was created



Independence Hypothesis:Independence Hypothesis:



Hauser-Feshbach Formalism:Hauser-Feshbach Formalism:



Talys:      https://nds.iaea.org/talys/
Empire-II: https://www-nds.iaea.org/empire218/   

https://nds.iaea.org/talys/
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